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No reliable water vapor measurements
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Uncertainties in our knowledge of the tropospheric humidity
factors influencing the amount of water vapor
concentration of water vapor in many regions of the atmosphere
trend of tropospheric water vapor
No reliable long-term data record
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Figure 3. Same s Fig. 2, but for the middle-to-upper troposphere.
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MW Water Vapor Channels
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Left: Era Interim, Right: MERRA-2; Top: MHS Chan 3, Bottom: MHS Chan 4
MW Water Vapor Channels
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Variational Bias Correction
Cost function for 3D-Var Data Assimilation:
J(~x) =
Jb︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
2
(~x − ~xb)T ~B−1(~x − ~xb) +
Jo︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
2
(H(~x)− ~y)T ~R−1(H(~x)− ~y)
y = Tb + r + s
s is the random error (R) and s is known as observation bias or
representativeness error that is taken into account using the variational
bias correction:
s =
N∑
k=1
βkpk + b
angle
The control variables (pk) include cloud liquid water (CLW); temperature
lapse rate; and the square of the temperature lapse rate.
The bias correction coefficients (βk) are calculated using OmF statisticsIsaac Moradi (98th AMS Annual Meeting) On the limitations of VarBc January 10, 2018 5 / 19
Change in ECMWF Model Resolution
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Difference between obs and ana/fg MHS MetOp-A Observations
Change in ECMWF Model Resolution
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Variational Bias Correction
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Heterodyne MW Receivers
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Uncertainty in Antenna Emissivity
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Antenna Pattern Correction
c©
Hewison and Saunders 1996
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Antenna Pattern Correction
Hewison and Saunders 1996 for AMSU-B, Mo 1999 for AMSU-A,
EUMETSAT for MHS
TA =
1
Nη
[feT¯e + fc T¯c + ηfsT¯s ]
η is a small correction factor (less than 0.1) which accounts for near field
contribution from the satellite platform; f and T denote the efficiency and
temperatures, and e, c , and s denote to Earth, Cold Space, and Satellite
platform.
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Impact of APC on AMSU-A 50GHz
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Non-linearity in Calibration
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IE =
CE − CH
CH − CS (IH − IS) + IH + Q
Q = µ (IH − IS)2 (CE − CH) (CE − CS)
(CH − CS)2
G =
CH − CS
IH − IS ,
count
mW .m−2.sr−1.Hz−1
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Spatial Distribution of Error Correction
Conclusions
variational bias correction technique does not distinguish between
error sources - errors may compensate for each other
variational bias correction does not especially work for water
vapor channels because of large error in the NWP water vapor
fields
more robust and physical bias correction techniques are available
that can quantify the observation errors
some preliminary results are presented but more work is required
to properly validate the impact of bias corrected observations on
the DA system
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